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When an Army captain asked him for the direction of the line of retreat,
Col Puller called his artillerymen, gave them the Army position, and
ordered: "If they start to pull back from that line, even one foot, I want
you to open fire on them." Turning to the captain, he replied "Does that
answer your question? We're here to fight."

- Chesty Puller at Koto-ri in Korea

The above quote is one of my favorites. Not because it is simply motivating and a bit
comical, but because it reveals a deep truth. That is “Excellence begins with commitment.” I’m sure that the good captain fought like a champion as a result of his newly
found commitment. The commitment–to-excellence ratio/connection is found in virtually
every aspect of life, whether it be vocational, relational, recreational or spiritual. When
failure is simply not an option to be considered, we empower ourselves to succeed and
winning becomes inevitable. Committed athletes excel, committed marriages endure, and
committed students succeed. As we prepare to celebrate the 235th birthday of our corps
we do so with the knowledge that we owe our success and freedom to those who were uncompromising in their commitment. Let’s demonstrate that same commitment in our
training, safety, and personal lives. Happy 235th Marines. Let’s fight!
-LtCol Potter

“I learned an awful lot in
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the Marine Corps -- particularly about, I think,
how to treat people, lead
people -- which has played
a big role in FedEx. A big
part of the employee relations systems and all that
we have at our company
came from my experience
in the service. The Marine
Corps is the best when it
comes to teaching people
how to lead other folks.”
-Fred Smith, FED Ex founder
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Congratulations to the ATC Marine and Civilian
Controller of the Quarter
period Sgt Copeland achieved qu alification on Yu ma’s approach low position.
This earned her a 7253 and 7254 MOS.
This achievem ent is mad e more impressive by the fact that she accom plished this
faster than anyone else has in the last six
years. In ad d ition to com pleting her ow n
training, Sgt Copeland spent over 150
hou rs instructing other stu d ents on the
approach low coord inator position. N ot
only d oes Sgt Copeland set the example in
the MOS, bu t she is also the facility’s Sin
Sgt Copeland
gle Marine Program representative as w ell
as a Platoon Sergeant for H ead qu arter and
Sgt Copeland has been selected as the
H ead qu arters Squ ad ron. Sgt Copeland is
MCIWEST controller of the quarter for 3rd an excellent all arou nd Marine and sets an
quarter calend ar year 2010. Du ring this
ou tstand ing exam ple for all to emu late.

Mr. Dalton
Mr. Dalton has been selected as the MCIWEST Civilian Controller of the Quarter
for the 3rd qu arter calendar year 2010.
Du ring this period Mr. Dalton has been a
key factor in successfu l accomplishm ent
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of the air traffic control facility. Mr. Dalton has su pervised over 500 hou rs of mishap free operations and has accru ed over
300 hou rs of on position tim e. A consumm ate professional and su bject matter expert, Mr. Dalton's know led ge and expertise is often relied upon and sou ght ou t by
both Marines and his civilian peers alike.
Mr. Dalton's greatest positive im pact has
com e through his skills as an on the job
training instru ctor w here he d ed icated
over 140 hou rs to on the job training. As a
d irect resu lt, six Marines have attained
qualification and tw o Marines earned new
m ilitary occu pational specialty d esignations.

Editors note: No technicians were submitted this quarter.

Congratulations to the Following Marines
for Earning their Qualifications

Cpl Carreon North Local

Sgt. McCabe 7252

LCpl Casciato 7257

Cpl Klopf 7252

Sgt Copeland 7253/7254

LCpl Penny TFD
LCpl Barzelatto 7257

Sgt Flores RWS
LT Edwards TFD

Cpl Vanhouten 7257
LCpl Pirtle 7257

Cpl Tovar 7257

LCpl Scott 7257

Sgt Rocha TFD
Sgt Steimer Radar Coord

SSgt Zurita CC

Cpl Melaney 7252

LCpl Wentworth 7257

Cpl Carroll 7252

Cpl Brown 7257
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Don’t miss out on one of the Corps finest traditions. Marines’ you are writing tomorrows history books. Celebrate your Corps’ Birthday Ball with your fellow Marines and family.
MCAS Yuma 19 Nov
MCAS Camp Pendleton 7 Nov
MCAS Miramar 11 Nov
Lodge of the Grand Lodge of the Masonic
Corps was born in Tun Tavern on 10 Novem- Temple were held in the tavern. An American
ber 1775. But, beyond that the Marine's recol- of note, Benjamin Franklin, was its third
lection for detail will probably get fuzzy. So, Grand Master. Even today the Masonic Temple of Philadelphia recognizes Tun Tavern as
here is a little history about our birthplace:
the birthplace of Masonic teachings in America.
In the year 1685, Samuel Carpenter built a
huge "brew house" in Philadelphia. He located this tavern on the waterfront at the cor- Roughly ten years later in the early 1740s, the
new proprietor expanded Tun Tavern and
ner of Water Street and Tun Alley. The old
English word tun means a cask, barrel, or keg gave the addition a new name, "Peggy Mullan's Red Hot Beef Steak Club at Tun Tavof beer. So, with his new beer tavern on Tun
ern." The new restaurant became a smashing
Alley, Carpenter elected to christen the new
waterfront brewery with a logical name, Tun commercial success and was patronized by
notable Americans. In 1747 the St. Andrews
Tavern.
Society, a charitable group dedicated to assisting poor immigrants from Scotland, was
Tun Tavern quickly gained a reputation for
serving fine beer. Beginning 47 years later in founded in the tavern.

Any Marine will tell you that the Marine

1732, the first meetings of the St. John's No. 1

On The Cover

Depicted on this month’s cover
are the 5 MGySgt’s from our
MOS. We thought this was
appropriate given this edition’s
theme of excellence. They
display the excellence that we
should all strive for through our
journey. These Marines have
truly excelled to reach the rank
of MGySgt. These five currently serve in the top enlisted
leadership billets and are considered the highest subject matter experts in our field.
Semper Fi
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Nine years later, then Col. Benjamin Franklin

organized the Pennsylvania Militia. He used
Tun Tavern as a gathering place to recruit a
regiment of soldiers to go into battle against
the Indian uprisings that were plaguing the
American colonies. George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and the Continental Congress
later met in Tun Tavern as the American colonies prepared for independence from the English Crown.
On November 10, 1775, the Continental Congress commissioned Samuel Nicholas to raise
two Battalions of Marines. That very day,
Nicholas set up shop in Tun Tavern. He appointed Robert Mullan, then the proprietor of
the tavern, to the job of chief Marine Recruiter -serving, of course, from his place of
business at Tun Tavern. Prospective recruits
flocked to the tavern.

Education Centers

Continuing

MCAS Miramar
COMM: 858-577-1801 DSN:261
MCAS Yuma
COMM:928-269-3248/3589
MCAS Camp Pendleton
COMM:760-725-6660

Has agreed to recognize the Marine Air traffic
Controller and Air Traffic Control Technician
of the year!
MATCA is over 500 members
from officer and enlisted controllers and techs, retirees and onetour Marines, active duty and
FAA. Our ranks consist of Marines that served with Marine Air
Traffic Control type units. From
MATCUs to MATCS to MACS,
we the "Fewer and Prouder"
maintain a BROTHERHOOD that

is second to none. The Marine
Air Traffic Control Association
(MATCA) has generously agreed
to recognize the Marine Corps
ATCer and ATC Technician of
the Year at their annual reunion
being held in Oklahoma City on 7
-9 Oct 2011. Additionally,
MATCA agrees to fund billeting
costs for a 3-day/2-night stay at

the Reunion hotel and pay for the
Saturday evening banquet. This
just leaves travel cost with the
Marines’ unit. This is an awesome deal for the Controller and
Technician of the year.

Have you heard of Radar Regionalization?
Radar Regionalization is a program conceived in 1998 due to
safety concerns in and around
the local ranges. The Marine
Corps received several complaints from the FAA regarding
aircraft spill outs and near midair collisions. The Commanding General of MCAGCC realized that ATC services were
needed in that area. From 1996
-2005, Marine Corps mobile
ATC detachments were emplaced during major exercises
but problems still continued
(multiple control agencies, rotating detachments, confusion
about SUA status, etc). In
1998 the program was developed to provide a permanent
solution to those problems. We
will centralize control of the

airspace surrounding regional
restricted areas by first installing new Radars at Twenty-nine
Palms and El Centro, CA and
then remoting the air picture to
MCAS Yuma. MCAS Yuma
CERAP will use those Radar
feeds to see and control air traffic surrounding the restricted
areas, assist in range containment efforts, and to deter encroachment into the restricted
areas. The radar is installed at
29 Palms and sent to Yuma.
Currently Yuma is scheduling a
flight check for the new radar.
-SSgt Young

If you have a funny story or blooper that happened while on position send it to
kutis.young@usmc.mil and we might include it in the next edition.

MCAGCC
29 Palms

MCAS
Yuma
CERAP

NAF El Centro
Above is a depiction of the combined radar coverage upon completion of
Radar Regionalization.
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Excellence
Defined as; The fact or state of excelling; superiority; eminence

New Joins
1stLt Daub
2ndLt Boyer
GySgt Lopez
GySgt Neel
SSgt Twitchell
Cpl Frazier
LCpl Yu
LCpl Hill
LCpl Bradwell-Johnson
LCpl Roy
LCpl Kelly

Promotions
SSgt Ebert
Sgt Svetahor
Sgt Griggs
Sgt Dellacamera
Cpl Gorton
Cpl Debevec
Cpl White
LCpl Ruch
LCpl Donnelly
LCpl Howard
Sgt Fitch
Sgt Curran
Cpl Rose
Cpl Burkhalter
LCpl Roy

New MOS’s
Sgt Copeland-7253/54
Cpl Klopf-7252
Cpl Tovar-7257
LCpl Scott-7257
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Qualities of Excellence are;
1. Integrity- Doing what is right all the time, not just when it is the easy thing to do.
2. Passion- What stirs us and compels us into action.
3. High Standards- Is “good” enough for us? If we continually strive for better than “good”, we
will be always raising the bar and getting closer to excellence.
4. Creativity- Do we think “outside the box?” Are there better ways to do something than the
way we always do it?
5. Commitment- Commitment drives us and anchors us during challenging times. If we are
committed, we will see any task through to the end.
Many times in Air Traffic Control we think that we have perfected the art of training students.
Our young Marine Air Traffic Control students are partially a product of society. As society
changes, so does the way we need to think about the way we train these students. However, the
one main stead that we need to always have at the forefront of our thought process is the need
to always strive for excellence.

New Joins
1stLt Terheyden
Sgt SANCHEZ
Sgt Durbin
LCpl KAKOURIS
PFC Villaloboz
PFC Jaramillo

Promotions
Sgt Durbin
Cpl Brown

During this last quarter, we
contracted ADACEL to send
out an instructor for in-depth
training on our ADACEL
Tower Simulation System
(TSS). From 17-20 August,
Mr. Benny Smith came out to
our facility and taught an informed and detailed step-bystep, hands on class on the
entire system. The course
covered new functions within
the system as well as detailed refresher instruction
covering existing functionality. This was particularly important as we’ve received
software upgrades in the past
that came without training
information. An example of
this is the Whiteboard program which contains a lot of
information to digest. Whiteboard allows for scenario development and manipulation
of the hard data (callsigns,
aircraft performance windows, and airport parameters) for the individual playing
area.

A large change to the program was the replacement of
GRED with WinGred. The
user utilizes these programs
Sgt Odom - 7252
to create routes, parking arCpl Brown - 7257
eas, and landing areas
Cpl Vanhouten - 7257 through the use of air fixes.
LCpl Wentworth - 7257 Benny went over the changes
LCpl Pirtle – 7257
which was beneficial to those
of us that utilize the simulator
routinely. It will take some
time to get proficient using it.

New MOS’s

While the TSS isn’t perfect
(we continue to have problems with our helo procedures, spot usage phraseology, and FCLP depart and
reenter actions) we continue
to improve our scenarios
through “work-arounds”. The
work-arounds are methods of
achieving the desired result

without utilizing the standard
procedure. We are basically
making the system execute
actions when a standard procedure is not available for the
function. This becomes labor
intensive for the instructor
and can be the limiting factor
regarding simulator performance and quality of training
for specific scenarios. Benny
equipped us with more creative ways to work around
some of our issues, again
improving efficiency until a
formal solution is generated.

incidentals) and having the
Marines out of pocket and
unavailable to fulfill manning
requirements for the entire
week. Another advantage is
training on your own equipment with your own scenarios
loaded into the system.

This type of training is essential and invaluable. It equips
scenario developers with the
necessary tools to create the
desired outcome. We have
had the TSS for over five
years and we are still learning. It continues to be time
The training also reignited
and labor intensive creating a
desire to work through issues challenging situation for Suband find functional actions
ject Matter Experts (SMEs)
from the simulator to achieve whose primary focus is trainour training goals. One qual- ing with live traffic on the
ity function is the scenario
floor. The simulator proves
recorder. The recorder,
frustrating at times, however
which we have only recently the gains outweigh the cost in
utilized, has become a large terms of safety. There have
part of our simulator training. been numerous, witnessed
This option enables the inoccasions where the lessons
structor and developmental to taught in the simulator have
listen to the scenario reprevented potential safety
cording while watching video errors with live traffic.
at the same time. This is a
great training aid and is more The ADACEL TSS is a poweffective than tape talks
erful tool with untapped poalone because the video por- tential to improve training and
tion facilitates a “see and
streamline the road to qualifihear” period of instruction.
cation. While our other
We had some problems with agency counterparts (i.e.
our recorder, however
FAA) have adequate manthrough Benny's and our ac- power resources to support
tions we were able to correct their simulator training, enthe problem and we are back suring their level of success
on track with reviewing scewith their simulator program,
narios.
we must continue to march
forward with what we have
While the cost of the training and it is imperative the SMEs
was not insignificant (~$7K)
continue to get the training
the price tag was still cost
and information to further
effective when compared to
improve our simulation trainthe alternative of sending six ing program.
Marines/Civilians to Orlando,
FL for five days of training
Maj Howard Mui / Mr. Phil
($6000 airfare / $3240 lodgCronin
ing / $1530 per diem / plus
OCT 2010
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New Joins
Capt Roberts
Sgt Aguilar
LCpl Blair
LCpl Bruner
PFC Crittenden
PFC Sandoz
PFC Surratt
PFC Compte
Promotions
Sgt Schlumpberger

LCpl Eades, A.
LCpl Eades B.
LCpl Casciato
LCpl Mike

Excellence

Webster defines excellence as “The
quality of being excellent”. At one
point or another, we all strive to be excellent in some shape or form. There
New MOS
are many reasons why one would
strive for excellence. Some do it to exSgt Smith-7252
cel in their professional careers. Some
Sgt McCabe-7252
do it to excel on their personal goals
Sgt Lane-7252
and endeavors. Regardless, the results
of your efforts, when excellence is the
SSgt Wallen-7253
goal, will greatly increase the chances
SSgt Jalbert-7253
Cpl Tucker-7253
of accomplishing whatever task you
PFC Zipper-7253
are being challenged with. Excellence
is the state or quality of excelling and
Cpl Brandon-7257
is also considered to be an important
Cpl Hamilton-7257
value when striving to achieve a goal.
LCpl Barzelato-7257
LCpl Casciato-7257 In order to achieve excellence, hard
work and dedication will be required;
LCpl Stein-7257
it’s not something that will be handed
to you. Some will work countless
10
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hours to try and perfect a certain obstacle they are struggling with. To some,
this will come easy, to others; time
will play a vital role in accomplishing
these tasks. It will be up to that individual’s efforts to accomplish the task.
As Marines, it is imbedded in us from
day one. From the time we stepped on
the yellow foot prints, we were taught
to excel in everything we do. The level
of success is that of excellence and we
will accept no other. We will accomplish this trough the rigorous, year
round training. We will train in the
rain, heat, or snow, in the air, land and
sea. We will train, train, and train
some more with excellence being the
final goal. In our line of work, there is
no substitute. We pride ourselves as
Marines, to be the best, to be superior,
and to lead the way. We will continue
to strive for excellence and teach those
who come after us to do the same.

A new Approach Control Position may be on the horizon for MCAS Yuma
From the MCIW TERPS Specialist SSgt Young

Air traffic control has always been an
ever changing organism. Just ask a
senior controller what edition of the
7110.65 was current when they first
started out and you’ll be surprised by
the answer. (You’ll also get the perfect opportunity to throw in a joke
about that person being old) Just as
our procedures evolve, so do our
operating positions. If you haven’t
heard yet, MCAS Yuma has re-

quested to certify their range position
as a hybrid Range Approach. It is
Yuma’s belief that the Range Approach position meets the requirements in the NAVAIR 80T for approach control. The controllers accept and initiate handoffs, sequence
and separate aircraft, receive and
initiate point-outs, they also clear
aircraft into Yuma’s vast array of
restricted areas. Yuma Range Ap-

proach also monitors all of the SUAs
to ensure participating aircraft stay
within the confines. Some additional
duties of the position are to request
and return MOAs from ARTCCs,
update range logs with current users
and ordinance dropped, and assist
Yuma’s new Range Operations Center with issuing restrictions to aircraft
when ground personnel are in the
ranges.

A review of this position is being
conducted by Headquarters Marine
Corps. If approved, range will

become another MOS producing
position. If it is determined to
not meet the requirements of an
approach position, then Yuma
students will continue to use
range to learn approach control
functions.
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Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Saturday

31
Halloween

1
John Adams first
resident of the
White House
1800

2
Spruce Goose
makes its only
flight 1947

3

4

5

6
Abe Lincoln
elected
President

7
NFG Birthday
Ball

8
Montana officially the 41st
state

9

10
HAPPY 235TH

11
Veteran’s Day
NKX Birthday
Ball

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19
NYL Birthday
Ball

20

21

22

23

24

25
Thanksgiving

26

27

28
29
Happy Birthday
Mickey Mouse

Sunday

Monday

BIRTHDAY
MARINES

30
End of
Revolutionary
War

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Saturday

1

2
Chanukah

3

4

5

6

7
Pearl Harbor
Day

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21
Winter Solstice

22

23
Festivus

24
Christmas Eve

25
Christmas Day

26
Kwanza

27

28

29

30

31
New Year’s Eve

1
New Year’s
Day
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